
Conclave 
“Legal and Ethical Challenges in Healthcare Ecosystem”



COVERAGE

Qwinzi organized Conclave 2017, on the behalf of All India Institute of Medical Sciences.

This 3 day event took place on the 18th, 19th and 20th of May, at Manekshaw Convention Centre, New Delhi.

We hosted over 800 doctors and lawyers from across the country.



EVENT SPECIFICATIONS

The entire event was strung together with the paramount theme- Legal and Ethical Challenges in Healthcare Ecosystem. The main objective of the 
Conclave was to address contentious ethical and legal issues related to healthcare and formulate SOP’s for the same.

The occasion was graced by the prestigious presence of the Health Minister, Law Minister, Consumer President, all 7 Directors of AIMS and other 
prominent dignitaries. The inaugural address was conducted by Chairperson Dr Shakti Kumar Gupta. Air Marshal (Dr) Pawan Kapoor and Padma 

Shri (Dr) Harsh Mahajan were some of the other key note speakers,  who addressed contentious ethical and legal issues related to healthcare and 
encouraged the stake holders to frame appropriate policies and guidelines to combat the same.

‘Perceptions and Expectations of Society from Medical was one of the key topics of discussion. Legal and ethical issues in medical practice, the 
symbolic relationship between law and medicine and many other contemporary issues pertaining to medical devices, compensations and clinical 

research were also widely discussed on this platform. A Gala Dinner organized, for the honorary audience, to mark the success of the event. 
Sumptuous meal and welcoming cocktails were laid out to make the closing of the event more memorable for all the participants. 



• Qwinzi played a prime role in organizing and 
hosting this mega, three- day event.

• The team at Qwinzi also played an active 
role in gathering the appropriate T.G for this 
paid event, through RSVP calling and 
strategic planning.

• Qwinzi spearheaded the event from end to 
start by organizing everything, right from the 
audience selection, to the registrations, right 
up to the final execution.
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